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“ What he does
next shows that
he is also
deliberate about
including those
who might not
have previously
been included.
How do we see
this? ”

During my summer holiday,
along with visiting with
family, and enjoying nature
(Nfld.), I took the
opportunity to read a number
of books and to ponder
portions of Scripture. John
chapter 4 was a chapter that
I happened upon, thankfully.
Through it I was struck by
how Jesus lived a deliberate
life. What do I mean by that?
The definition of the word
spells it out: Deliberate: done
consciously and intentionally.
Purposeful is a synonym. The
whole chapter tells of this.

of why Jesus leaves, I
couldn't help but notice that
Jesus assesses the situation
and is intentional about what
he should do next. He is a
person of purpose. We see
that Jesus is leaving because
of what the Pharisees know
of him. Did he choose to
leave because “they were
onto him”? That they couldn't
stand his radical message of
loving God and neighbour.
Was it because he did not
want to be captured yet?
Perhaps it was that he had
not yet proclaimed the
kingdom to all whom he
needed to. It does speak of
him deliberately taking steps
which he thought important
to make. He leaves for
Galilee. He is intentional.

Reflection: This made me

might not have previously
been included. How do we
see this?
Normally, the Jews would
bypass Samaria, even
though it was the shortest
route geographically from
where they were in Judea to
Galilee. Why? These
Samaritans were not “their”
people. Both Jewish and
Samaritan religious leaders
taught that it was wrong to
have any contact with the
opposite group, and neither
was to enter each other's
territories or even to speak
to one another. It was the
view of the Jews that the
Samaritans had been pure
Israelites but many had
married outsiders and were
therefore looked down upon
because they were a blend
of all kinds of people.
Clearly, they were to keep
away from the Samaritans.

wonder about how
intentional my life has been.
Is how I spend my time fully
directed by God's purpose?
1. The chapter begins “Now
Scripture shows that Jesus
Are we as a community
when Jesus learned that the
thinks differently about this
deliberate about what we
Pharisees had heard, “Jesus
hear God calling us to do and notion. It says that Jesus
is making and baptizing more
had to go through Samaria!
are we doing it?
disciples than John...Jesus
Why did he have to go
left Judea and started back
2. What he does next shows through Samaria?
to Galilee.” Although I am
that he is also deliberate
Cont’d Pg 2
unsure about the connection about including those who
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Ponderings… Cont’d
I think it was to show, by
example, that nobody is an
outsider in God's eyes.

Reflection: At a time when
many are trying to draw harsh
lines of us-versus-them and are
fighting because of differences
rather than celebrating
diversity, Jesus models a life
deliberately inclusive. How
inclusive am I?
3. Finally, the last way I see
Jesus being deliberate is how he
takes the opportunity to speak
to this Samaritan woman,
creatively, about need, and life.
He offers her eternal life.
We see that Jesus is tired out –
we might think, shouldn't he
just sit there quietly? But no!
Jesus reaches out. He uses the
circumstance he finds himself
in, his own need, his own thirst,
to connect with her. Very
deliberately. Then we get this
lovely interchange of Jesus
drawing her in, to wonder about
water and need, her past life
and who Jesus is. He causes her
to question whether the
Messiah, whom she has been
waiting for, is before her very
eyes? He gets her to think
about her thirst and to puzzle
over the drink that He can give;
living water. The water which, if
she drinks, she will never be
thirsty again but will spring up
to eternal life.

We find out in his interaction
with a Samaritan that he wants
to clarify what is true. It is not
about who you are or where
you worship but that you know
the One to whom to worship
and that you do so with all your
being, in spirit and in truth.
And the outcome of Jesus being
deliberate is that this one
person, the Samaritan woman,
comes to believe in Jesus. That
this unnamed woman, goes into
the city and tells others about
Jesus and that many Samaritans
from the city believe in him
because of the woman's
testimony. Powerful!

Reflection: Have I ongoingly
received the gift of living water,
the refreshment of God, in
Jesus? How deliberate am I in
my desire to see God's will
occur in the lives of others,
even when I am tired. We pray
thy will be done on earth as it is
in heaven, but am I available to
be used by God for that will to
come about?
Who might I interact with to
share something about the fact
that Jesus quenches thirst?
Have I allowed him to quench
my thirst? Or do I turn to
something else that is not
thirst-quenching?
Jesus said my food is to do the
will of him who sent me and to
complete his work. He knew his
purpose. Thanks be to God for

how deliberate Jesus is. Oh that
I can learn to be more
deliberate!
Your Priest and Pastor

Pam

To Be or Not to
Be
(An Ode to the Bard)

To be or not to be,
That is the question,
To see or not to see,
Belief or the superstition.
To agree or disagree,
Division or coalition,
Conquests to forsee,
Or languish in subjugation.
Believe or disbelieve the
Trinity,
Spurn or embrace Satan,
Shake a finger at Eternity,
Or laugh at Oblivion.
Peace or strife to oversee,
Aid construction or abet
destruction,
Back acrimony or harmony,
Seek damnation or Salvation.
Friendship or enmity,
Baptism or circumcision,
To be or not to be,
That indeed is the question…
Written by: Isaac Luther
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A Canada Day Homily
One morning, a few weeks
ago, I was standing on a bus
weaving its way into the
center of Belfast, Northern
Ireland. It was crowded with
people making their way to
work, or school or various
tourist attractions. When I
offered my seat to someone, a
woman sitting nearby asked
what part of Canada I was
from. When I told her “Nova
Scotia”, her friend said, “Ach,
sure, you guessed right. My
ma always said when in doubt
always assume they’re
Canadian, that way you won’t
insult anyone.”
I have to tell you I was
surprised by the smug
satisfaction that came almost
immediately to mind - she
hadn’t mistaken me for an
American! (my apologies to

those present among us)

Frankly, I was relieved that I
didn’t have to correct anyone
or explain anything about
what’s been happening south
of our border. And yet, while I
am extremely proud of our
Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms, of our welcome
mat open to the world, of our
cultural mosaic and of our
official bilingualism, the
smugness has waned
somewhat. In the lead up to
this 150th anniversary of
Confederation, I’ve been
increasingly un-settled,
wondering what exactly it is
that we are celebrating.
Just as it is easy to find fault
with others, it is equally easy
to begin to think more highly

of ourselves than we ought.
Yes, we’ve come a long way
but there is yet a longer way
to go. And Jesus calls us to
that longer way, to that
greater love, to that laying
down of our lives if necessary,
to that kinship so necessary to
the Kingdom.
A drama has been unfolding
on Parliament Hill this past
week. Early Thursday
morning, in a bold move
described as a re-occupation
of the land, a grassroots
Indigenous group erected a
teepee as a symbol of the
unresolved grievances of many
Indigenous people who say
they have little reason to
celebrate the country's history
of colonialization, land
dispossession, Indian
residential schools and forced
assimilation. After an initial
confrontation with the RCMP,
the ceremonial teepee was
moved from the edge of the
Hill to a more central location,
near the Peace Tower, where
it will remain throughout the
festivities this weekend. A
spokesperson for the group
said "It's like a miracle
happened for us. It's a road
for us to go forward in all the
things that happened to our
people. That's what it
represents. That door is open
now and we came through.
We're being acknowledged.”
Later on Thursday, Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau said
"We recognize that over the
past decades, generations,
and indeed centuries, Canada
has failed Indigenous peoples.
We have not built the kind of
present, the kind of future for
first peoples, for First Nations,
for Inuit, for Métis people

across this country. We need
to be doing a much better job
of hearing their stories and
building a partnership for the
future."
Yesterday afternoon Justin
Trudeau visited with those
gathered -- meeting privately
with them inside the teepee.
The activists later
acknowledged that while there
was not a lot that he could
promise outright, his visit
symbolized his publicly stated
commitment to move forward
with national reconciliation
efforts by meeting and really
listening to people. An activist
present at the meeting said his
visit “recognize[s] me as a
human being, because that is
the fundamental problem, a
crisis situation that we're
facing here on Turtle Island,
that the settlers don't view us
as human beings. What you
take for granted, we're still
fighting for that right."
Her reference to “settlers”
unsettles me. My family tree and perhaps yours as well - is
complicated, with its own
mosaic qualities. I’m the
daughter of a first generation
Irish immigrant and a 5th
generation re-settled
Huguenot. There is rumour in
my family of a Metis
connection to the Riel
Rebellion there too. I don’t
know the details, but it is part
of our family stories. My
discomfort stems largely from
the realization of how little I
know about our collective
history. I was raised on - and
loved - the romanticized
stories of the voyageurs and
their ceinture fléchée, running
portages through the woods,
4
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carrying worldly goods from
one body of water to another.
And while I’m still attempting
to fit those fragments into the
bigger picture, I acknowledge
the places I’ve yet to portage.
I came across a story this
week that may help: Christian
Pilon is Métis. Working with
an elder, Christian has learned
to build birch bark canoes and
uses this organic craft to share
culture with others. Of the
canoe he says, “the outer
layer, the skin, white birch
bark; because the skin is
waterproof, just like our skin.
The inner layer is cedar. And
to tie everything together, we
use spruce roots. Spruce roots
are your tendons. That’s what
ties all your muscles and your
bones together. So this canoe
is made in the traditional way.
There’s no power tools being
used, everything is hand tools.
So, no glue, no screws, no
nails, no ropes, everything is
found in nature. For most
people the canoe just looks
like a fun ride - and that it is,
definitely! But historically
speaking, these canoes are
what allowed most Canadians
to travel into the interior of
Canada. But it’s bigger than
that. The canoes? This is
relationship, relationship
building. Our families traveled
in this. This is a gift that
Canada received from my
Anishinaabe ancestors towards
my French, European
ancestors. We used to travel
together in this canoe a long,
long time ago. We shared that
gift with the understanding
that we would paddle together
in that canoe and share water,
resources and land, and along
the way we kinda split up. And
sadly we’ve had a rough last

150 years. But, regardless, we
are still in this canoe. The
paddle is out front, we’re still
waiting for Canada to come
back into this canoe and share
this beautiful craft.”
As a man of mixed ancestry,
Pilon views the canoe as a
metaphor for building
relationships, and thinks of it
as a powerful symbol for
Canada going forward.
St. Paul calls the Colossians to
clothe themselves with
compassion, kindness,
humility, meekness, and
patience; to bear with one
another and, if anyone has a
complaint against another, to
forgive each other; just as we
have been forgiven. He also
admonishes them to clothe
themselves with love, which
binds everything together in
perfect harmony. Jesus calls
us to that place of portage
where we carry one another.
Human relationships are not
perfect; in fact they can be
downright messy. There is no
“perfect union”. Yet Jesus
continues to call us onward.
Mosaics are made with broken
pieces, fit together, shaped by
the overall vision of the artist.
We are indeed still in this
canoe we call Canada.

How to Spot a
Transformed
Christian
A reflection of Gordon MacDonald’s
article

When we devote our lives to
Jesus, we can feel the
difference in our souls. We
may feel less burdened by
negative emotions, more
willing to help those in need,
and less fear regarding the
uncertainties of life. But, along
with this internal
transformation comes an
outward one. When interacting
with people everyday, how
can we spot an individual who
has been transformed?

May the peace of Christ rule in
our hearts, to which indeed
we are called in the one body.

In his article “How to Stop a
Transformed Christian,”
Gordan MacDonald suggests
the following:

The Rev. Frances DroletSmith
Oblate, SSJD

“A transformed Christian is
one who…

Link to video and article about
Christian Pilon
http://cbc.ca/1.4176938

1.
2.

Has an undiluted devotion
to Jesus
Pursue a biblically informed
5
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view of the world.
3. Is intentional and
disciplined in seeking God’s
direction.
4. Worships, and with a spirit
of continuous repentance.
5. Builds health human
relationships.
6. Knows how to engage the
larger world.
7. Senses a personal “call”
and unique competencies.
8. Is merciful and generous to
those who are weaker.
9. Appreciates that suffering is
part of faithfulness to
Jesus.
10. Is eager and ready to
express the content of his
faith.
11. Overflows with
thankfulness.
12. Has a passion for
reconciliation.” —GMac

How many of these
characteristics do we really
reflect?
To read Mr. MacDonald’s
full article, visit:
http://www.christianitytoda
y.com/pastors/2012/summe
r/transformedchristian.html
Submitted by: Ritika Luther

Fundraising
Committee
This purpose of this
committee is to plan events
with the approval of the
Corporation to raise funds
to help defray the expenses
of the church.
We are seeking the support
of members for the raffle
we a sponsoring
Drawing will take place on
October 22, 2017
You can get tickets from
Joan Lewis or any member
of the Fundraising
committee or the church
office
All money and stubs must
be returned on or before
October 15, 2017. If you
have already sold all the
tickets you have taken, you
can hand in the cash and
stubs on any Sunday.
We are looking forward to
your support in order to
reach our goal.
Prizes include a Barbeque,
Bicycle, Microwave oven

The
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VERSE 2:
Behold His holy Son
The Lion and the Lamb given to
us
The Word became a man
That my soul should know its
Saviour
Forsaken for the sake of all
mankind
Salvation is in His blood
Jesus Messiah
The righteous died for love
It wasn't over
For He is the risen One
CHORUS:
Then sings my soul
Then sings my soul
How great Your Love is
How great Your Love is

The Mummer getting ready to
perform at the International
Talent Night…Hail to our Newfie
girl.

One of my fave praise songs.
Behold
VERSE 1:
Behold the Father's heart
The mystery He lavishes on us
As deep cries out to deep
Oh how desperately He wants
us
The things of earth stand next
to him
Like a candle to the sun
Unfailing Father
What compares to His Great
love

VERSE 3:
Behold I have a friend
The Spirit breathing holy fire
within
My ever present help
Speaking truth when I can't find
it
Light up this broken heart
And light my way
Until my time on earth is done
Oh Holy Spirit
Breathe in me like kingdom
come
Oh Holy Spirit
Let Your work in me be done

Behold the Lord our God will
lead us home
Words and Music by
Joel Houston
© 2016 Hillsong Music
Publishing.

A Quilt of Belonging A
Place for All Documentary
If you have not visited this
display or already seen this, be
sure to check out the link below.
https://youtu.be/LsiE2ruW0d8

OUTRO:
Then sings my soul my God
He who was and is to come
Prepare the way
Until the work on earth is done
Watch as the clouds He rides
swing low
Lift up the sound
As He makes our praise His
throne
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SPOTLIGHT ON MINISTR IES
Continuing the series of articles about the origins and work of various ministries of CCSV

NOTES FROM A LECTORS ’ WORKSHOP CONDUCTED BY
AUDREY SHEPHERD (PART 1 OF 2)
LITURGICAL READING – A MINISTRY OF PROCLAMATION
PREPARATON
What do I do if I am
not going to be at the
service when I am
supposed to read?

If the person who is supposed to be reading a lesson does not come forward right
away, there is an awkward pause as everyone waits. Then somebody who has not
prepared for the reading steps forward to fill in the gap. This is not the best way to
proclaim the Word of God.
Courtesy requires that you check the list of readers and find someone else to take
your place well ahead of the service.
If you have made every effort but cannot do this, let Deacon Jacquie know as early
in the week as possible, so she can make other arrangements.

Where do I find my
reading?

Look at the last page of the previous week’s bulletin, where the following Sunday’s
readings are listed, or go to the Christ Church website. You will find them there as
well. As a last resort, call the church office for this information.

How do I introduce
and end my reading?

Simply say “A reading from ……. Please do NOT announce the chapter and verse.
This information is already printed in the bulletin.
If a reading starts with words like “And then he went to …….” it’s OK to put the
name of the person in place of the word “he” so the listeners will be able to place
the event more accurately.
Leave a little time between the end of the reading and the words “The Word of the
Lord”. Don’t rush this – it is the Word of the Lord that you have read.

How do I pronounce
that word?

Some Old Testament names of people or places are not familiar to us. Ask one of
the clergy for help – they have books in which phonetic pronunciations are given.
Both Jacquie and Pastor Pam have such books for you to borrow.
There is no excuse for stumbling over a word when the congregation is expecting
you to have studied the reading ahead of time. This is one reason why preparation
is so important.

What is the day’s
theme?

The hymns, readings, prayers and sermon usually focus on one theme, and give us
clues as to how our part in the service should be handled.
Some days are meant to be joyful and others more penitential. They are read
differently to emphasize these themes.

THE PARISH WINDOW
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PACE
The one error almost
every liturgical
reader makes at first
is to read too fast.
Why do you think this
happens?

This is where we must differ from ordinary talking. We are proclaiming the Word of
God. It’s important. It’s God speaking through us. For some people in the pews it
might be the only time they will hear the Word of God until next Sunday.

What do I do if I lose
my place in the
reading?

If you have pronounced a word incorrectly or missed a word that doesn’t affect the
meaning of the passage, just go on. People have a copy of the passage, so you don’t
need to break the cadence of your reading by repeating.

We are ministering to our brothers and sisters in the name of the Church, so we
read at a pace which gives the words their due importance. Not too slowly, and not
too fast, but appropriate to what we are reading.

However, if you say something like “do not” when you should say “do” or skip a
whole line in the reading, then you need to go back to the beginning of the
sentence and repeat it.
If you have prepared by reading the passage several times ahead of the service
and if you keep your finger on your place in the reading, this should not happen.
How do I use the
punctuation in the
passage?

Periods, commas, quotations and other punctuation marks are there for a reason.
Use them to help you pace your reading. For instance, a period tells you to pause
and take a breath before going on to the next sentence. A comma says the same
thing, only not as long.
Quotation marks suggest a slight change in your tone to make it clear that someone
else is speaking. Not too dramatic – this isn’t the Stratford Festival.
Question marks mean that you should end the sentence on a rising note, but many
people ignore them altogether.

What are whiskers?

Whiskers are the “ahs” and “um” and “you knows” that we throw in when we are
searching for the next word. We don’t get many “you knows” when we are reading
from the Bible, but the odd “ah” or “um” creeps in when we hit a word like
Melchizideck and forget whether it should be “isideck” or “eye- zideck”.
Another habit many of us have is to skip over the articles, or connecting words, in a
sentence. That’s fine when you are reading to yourself, but not so good when you
are proclaiming in public.
Be careful too, not to clip off the last word in a sentence. President Obama, who is
an otherwise good speaker, has this habit and it is distracting.

FINALLY
Does all this make it sound as if only a trained Shakespearean actor should be reading in church? No – in fact
the readers at Christ Church are generally high quality. You read as if the words mean something to you,
and that’s the most important thing. However, we all have our little quirks, and if you see one of yours in this
article, just take it as loving advice from one child of God to another.
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SPOTLIGHT ON MINISTRIES CONTINUED
THERAPEUTIC PAWS OF CANADA
What are we doing in the
basement of our church on a
Saturday morning? Extremely
well-behaved dogs (and the
occasional cat) come with their
handlers to be tested to see if
they have the temperament to
be therapy animals in nursing
homes, hospitals and
schools/colleges. Their ministry
is to help those in stressful
situations, such as ill health,
disability or (in the case of
schools/colleges) exam time!
We have also occasionally
placed therapy animals in
courtroom settings, especially
when a young person is being
called to give evidence.

“Therapy dogs are not the same
as service dogs. Therapy dogs
are trained to interact in a
positive way with all people
around them and their job is to
bring comfort and joy to the
people they visit.”
When we gather on a Saturday
a few times a year, we do what
is termed an ‘evaluation’ of the
team. Yes, we are team
players. We are on several
teams. The initial team is that
of handler and pet. This is not
an obedience test; however, the
team must work together for
the safety of all concerned.
Appearance – the team must
arrive spick and span – nails cut
and coats clean and brushed.
They must also be polite to
other participants.
Reaction to walking in a set
route past a plate of cookies
– they must go by without
helping themselves. The
handler must have control.
While a cookie may be
harmless, a pill dropped on the

floor could have serious
consequences. The animal
must obey the command to
‘leave it’, while the handler must
be aware of any possible
obstacles.
Next there is a meeting with
the ‘vet’. A lot of dogs balk at
seeing a person in a white coat.
Some will not let a ‘stranger in a
white coat’ examine their feet
and coat. A growl will get the
animal excused from being
tested further. Another part of
the ‘meet and greet’ is having
its space invaded.
We simulate a crowded lobby
where the dog is walked close
to the handler and stopping to
let people have ‘right of way’
while getting from A to B. Dogs
must politely pass by the other
dogs (one at a time) without
showing fear or aggression.
Next there is play-time. A toy
is selected and the handler is
asked to get the dog excited
and then to settle down on
command. (If the dog is so laid
back that it fails to get excited –
it is not a fail).
Then we have the circle of
props! A large shoulder bag,
baseball cap, walker, walking
stick, child with a toy clutched
in their arm. These roles are
played by volunteers. Everyone
is assigned a job. There is also
‘a repeater’ and a person who is
scared or dislikes dogs. The
dog goes round the circle once
without stopping but the second
time, stops to interact with each
person. The interest in meeting
people is evaluated as to
degree, interaction between the
humans (especially with the
repeater). “Is this your dog?
How old is he? What is his
name? Does he live with you?

How old is he? Can he sit when
you want him to? Is it a boy or
a girl? What is her name?” and
so on.
The last part of this exercise we
have someone in a dressing
gown pretend to be a person
with dementia. How the dog
reacts to odd human behavior is
evaluated. Then the part the
volunteers all love – ‘love
bombing the dog’. We all
approach calling the dog’s name
and try and pat it. You can get
ambushed when visiting and the
dog has to be able to cope.
The last part of the evaluation is
interacting with someone in a
wheelchair while being given
a ‘treat’. There is a sudden
clatter, a person running by to
an ‘emergency’ and a child
coming to greet their
‘grandmother’ who is patting
the dog.
When we test, the team leaders
from the areas who have
candidates have to be there so
they can observe the team.
The Team leaders and Evaluator
discuss each candidate and the
results of the initial evaluation
are announced. (In the event
of a fail, this is done quietly
ahead of the usual ‘pass’ by
both the Evaluator and Team
Leader, usually with an offer to
re-test free of charge when
certain aspects of the handling
are corrected.)
This is Stage I. The next few
stages involve paperwork and a
vulnerable person’s police
report.
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The final Stage is the placement
and monitored visits. This is
when negotiations with a facility
are set up for visiting and the
Team Leader or an experienced
visitor, do a minimum of four
visits with the new team. A
team must work for six months
on an agreed schedule before
being evaluated again to work
with children under 16.
At the beginning I started with
‘a team’. There is now another
‘team’ – The original team with
the facility. There is yet
another team – the Area Team.
And finally there is the team
included in the organization
itself.
I am co-team leader of the
Scarborough Team; our area –
set by our residences – is from
Victoria Park to the Rouge and
from the lake to Steeles. Nancy
my co-team leader has a childcertified dog who works out of
Centenary Hospital Pediatrics
and youth Psych. Azzi is only
certified to work with adults
over 16. By the time that
Scarborough opened up to
allowing dogs in schools and
libraries, he was middle aged
and I did not elect to have him
certified. He has just completed
14 years of work in a long-term
care home and is nearly16
himself.
We are always in need of
volunteers to help with the
testing, and also welcome those
who are interested to just come
and observe. Our next testing
date is Saturday September 23;
if you would like to come, in

either capacity, please speak to
me at the 8.30 service.
Anna Mary Keen

THE EUCHARIST
The candles shed their light
upon the altar.
The incense sends its clouds of
prayer to heaven.
The organ swells with grand,
triumphant music.
The priest and those
surrounding kneel, adoring.
“This is my Body” - and the
bread is offered.
“This is my Blood” - and sacred
drink is given.
And Jesus stands among us Alleluia !

All gather for a picnic in the
sunshine.
And someone says, “Let’s
celebrate Communion.
As holy things, we’ll use these
rolls, this fruit juice.”
“This is my Body” - and the
bread is offered.
“This is my Blood” - and sacred
drink is given.
And Jesus stands among us Alleluia !
The sacred is around us as we
journey.
We see God in the eyes of
friend and stranger.
We hear God in the silence and
the clamour.
We know God in the Eucharist
he gave us.
“This is my Body” - and the
bread is offered.
“This is my Blood” - and sacred
drink is given.
And Jesus stands among us Alleluia !
Fr. Roy Shepherd
©AOS2016

A family gathers in the dim-lit
sickroom.
A table holds the paten and the
chalice.
A priest puts on his stole, and in
the quiet
A house becomes a chapel for
consoling.
“This is my Body” - and the
bread is offered.
“This is my Blood” - and sacred
drink is given.
And Jesus stands among us Alleluia !
The conference is over. Priests
and people
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MILESTONES
If you or any of your loved ones
have celebrated a birthday or an
anniversary since the last issue
of the newsletter we wish you a

MILESTONES
The names in other areas of
Milestone, (Newly Baptized and
Confirmed), and the Obituaries, will
be published

MARK THESE
DATES
MEN’S RETREAT

A time apart
Congratulations to:
Honorary Assistant Fr. Roy & Audrey
Shepherd, (70 years); Adrien &
Deacon Jacquie Boutheon (49
years); Ian & Donna Campbell, (50
years); & Arne & Rev’d Pam
Trondson, (25 years) on the renewal
of their marriage vows.
We welcome and uphold in
prayer the newly baptized into
the CCSV family:
Amari John
Anthoni John
Riana Mandrelle

Fellowship
Discussion
Meditation
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
8:30 am to 5:30 pm
More info:
revroyshep@gmail.com or
speak to Father Roy at the
church or at 416-269-1506

September 17
is
Welcome
Sunday
Join us in

‘We do not want to miss
anyone. If you or someone
you know is celebrating a
special day please let us
know’.

The above statement has been
printed in past issues of the
Newsletter and in order to
effectively implement this, we
will not be printing names in
these categories until a system is
put in place that the newsletter
editor, current and future, will
have access to this information.

Celebration of Music
On October 22

@

4:00pm

Performers include
Christ Church Choir
Barbados Ex-Police
Choir
The Joy Lapps Trio
among others
CAPITAL CAMPAIGN
LAUNCH…

stay tuned for more
information
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THE PARISH WINDOW
Just a Thought…
Christ Church
Scarborough Village
155 Markham Road,
M1M 3A1
Telephone:
(416) 261-4169/5489
Fax:
(416) 261-7949
E-mail: ccsv@rogers.com

Staff
Incumbent: The Rev’d.
Pam Trondson
Deacon: The Rev’d.
Jacquie Bouthéon
Honorary Assistant: Fr. Roy
Shepherrd
Director of Music:
Dennis Thompson
Office Administrator
(Acting): Ellen
Cunningham
Please call the church office to
be directed to any member of
staffWe’re
or committee
on themember.
Web!

See us at:
www.christchurchscarborough.com

“Christ Church is…
.. A welcoming, inclusive

and caring community
committed to experiencing
and sharing God’s
message of love, hope,
and salvation with all his
people”.

“When I ask myself
how I know I believe,
I have no satisfactory
answer at all, no
assurance at all, no
feeling at all. I can
only say with Peter,
Lord I believe, help my
unbelief. All I can say
of my love of God, is,
Lord help me in my
lack of it.”
The above quotation is a
Lectio Divina passage
from the devotional ‘The

Province of Joy,
praying with Flannery
O’Connor’.

It hit me like a ton of
bricks and I repeated that
prayer exercise a number
of times. You see, when I
started that exercise I
was spiraling into
‘nothingness’ and had
begun losing one of the
gifts of the Spirit, Joy.
In life things happen and
in these moments we
forget that the Joy of the
Lord is our strength.
Giving in to the trials,
negativity thrown our

way, we pull back
dissipating the joy gifted
us thereby weakening
ourselves.
I had stopped seeing
Jesus as the loving, joyful
companion, with whom I
spend time talking and
laughing about stuff.
I remember telling my
Spiritual Director that we
had not been meeting in
our special place but in a
different place and I was
so afraid to even look at
Him much less approach
him because maybe He
too was on the
disappointed list. Nothing
could be further from the
truth and since I would
not approach Him, He
came to me.
Further to that, this
prayer exercise took me
on an amazing journey of
grace with the Lord, in a
place that was both
chosen and prepared for
me (or maybe I should
say for ‘us’).
Thanks be to God,
participation in the

monthly Community
Meals as well as my
online devotion with
The Daily Office.org kept
me going in the dark
days.
I came to understand
this better when I came
across this quote from
Nobel laureate
Rabindranath Tagore
(1861-1941) SJ James
Martin’s book, ‘Between
Heaven and Mirth’..
‘I slept and dreamt

that life was joy. I
awoke and saw that
life was service. I
acted and behold
service was joy’.

Thanks be to God for his
unshakeable love
St. Paul in his letter to
the Thessalonians said,
‘In all things give
thanks…’ Not an easy
task but let us send up
our alleluias and watch
Him make our praise his
throne.
Thanks to all our
contributors to this
edition of the Parish
Window.
Happy reading.

Hyacinth

You can forward your
submissions for the
Parish Window to:
office@christchurchscarb
orough.com
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